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Neural network is a machine learning algorithm, that has been successfully applied to tackle a wide range of physics
related problems. In our work we try to describe the dynamics of electronic excitation in two-dimensional systems by
using a neural netwok. These dynamics could also be described using a two-dimensional square lattice model. This
type of lattice model can represent the arrangement of photosynthetic complexes in in vitro aggregates or in thylakoids
membranes [1]. We assumed that each site of the lattice can be in either a fluorescing or a quenched state. Many different
systems could be described by the considered lattice model, depending on the exact values of the parameters. Neural
network should be able to predict a variety of such systems. Thus, we consider many different sets of parameter values.
The values ranges are similar to previous modeling of real-life processes taking place in light-harvesting complexes at
room temperature [1].

Real life light-harvesting systems can be described by an ensemble of such lattices, because light-harvesting complex
can undergo conformational changes on a milisecond timescale. So we average through different lattice arrangements and
exact number of dark complexes with the same model parameters.We assume that the initial excitation is distributed
homogeneously across the whole lattice. Using the Pauli Master equations we calculated the averaged kinetics of the
system. This type of description was successfully used to model assemblies of light-harvesting complexes [2].

The objective for the neural network is to predict the averaged fluorescing population kinetics from the lattice model
parameters. It is convenient to fit the averaged kinetics with a function. The average mean squared error difference
(MSE) between the fitted function and the averaged kinetics was 1.7697 ·10−5. Thus, we only need to predict the fitting
coefficients instead of the averaged kinetics. For this we use a fully connected sequantial neural network. We used a
standart MSE loss function between the fitted coefficients and neural network predictions. With this loss function we got
an average 1.8504 · 10−2 MSE difference between the neural network predicted kinetics and the averaged kinetics. The
averaged MSE difference between neural network predicted kinetics and the fitted averaged kinetics was 1.8447 · 10−2.
Then we redefined the loss as the MSE difference between the predicted curve and fitted/calculated curve and got an
average MSE of 5.505 ·10−5 between the neural network predicted kinetics and the fitted averaged kinetics. The average
MSE between the neural network predicted kinetics and the averaged kinetics was 8.340 ·10−5(see Fig.1 to get a sense of
different MSE values).

(a) Predicted kinetics vs fitted kinetics MSE:
7.03e-06, predicted kinetics vs calculated kinetics
MSE: 1.75e-05.

(b) Predicted kinetics vs fitted kinetics MSE:
4.73e-04, predicted kinetics vs calculated kinetics
MSE: 5.01e-04.

(c) Predicted kinetics vs fitted kinetics MSE:
7.38e-03, predicted kinetics vs calculated kinet-
ics MSE: 7.37e-03.

Fig. 1. Different MSE visualised.

The MSE difference between neural network predicted kinetics and the averaged kinetics, which were calculated
using the squared lattice model, is of the same order of magnitude as the fitting MSE difference with the averaged kinetics.
So we can say that using neural networks we are able to describe the dynamics of electron excitation in two-dimensional
systems.

Computations were performed using the resources of the High Performance Computing Center “HPC Sauletekis” at Faculty of
Physics, Vilnius University.
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